anarchic dance

Liz Aggiss and Billy Cowie, known collectively as Divas Dance Theatre,
are renowned for their highly visual, interdisciplinary brand of dance
performance that incorporates elements of theatre, ﬁlm, opera, poetry
and vaudevillian humour. They have created dance theatre, cabaret, live
art, single and multiple screen dance installations, and live performance
installations.
Available in one package for the ﬁrst time, Anarchic Dance, consisting
of a book and DVD-ROM, is a visual and textual record of the work of
Divas Dance Theatre. The DVD-ROM features extracts from Aggiss and
Cowie’s work, including the highly acclaimed dance ﬁlm Motion Control
(premiered on BBC2 in 2002), rare video footage of their punk-comic
live performances as The Wild Wigglers and reconstructions of Aggiss’s
solo performance in Grotesque Dancer.
These ﬁlms are cross-referenced in the book, allowing readers to
match performance and commentary as Aggiss and Cowie invite a broad
range of writers to examine their live performance and dance screen
practice through analysis, theory, discussion and personal response. As
much as their practice is hybrid, maverick and hard to deﬁne, the various
theories presented are equally challenging, lively and fresh.
Extensively illustrated with black and white and colour photographs,
this beautiful multi-media package is a celebration of Divas’ boundaryshattering performance work. Anarchic Dance provides a comprehensive
investigation into Cowie and Aggiss’s collaborative partnership and
demonstrates a range of exciting approaches through which dance
performance can be engaged critically.
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donald hutera

Hybrid n. Offspring of two animals or plants of different species or varieties;
person of mixed nationality; (ﬁg.) thing, word, composed of incongruous element
~ adj. crossbred, mongrel; heterogeneous.
(The Reader’s Digest Great Encyclopaedic Dictionary 1964, Volume One: 4)

Using expressionist movement vocabulary, and incorporating elements
of cabaret, opera, dance theatre and vaudevillian humour, the work of
Liz Aggiss and Billy Cowie is ‘cross-genre – integrating ﬁlm, text and
music – and blurs the boundaries between high art and popular culture’
(British Council, 2005).
Liz Aggiss and Billy Cowie are creative creatures – artmongers,
auteurs, arch entertainers. Billy is the shy-seeming one, the quietly
knowing composer-plus, anxious, perhaps, to be understood. Or to
go his own way, with Liz prowling beside. She is the public face of
Divas, a performer of ravenous and eccentric charm with a long, deﬁant
jaw and a gimlet glint in the eye. Sleek and stealthy as a fox onstage
and yet, like her and Billy’s work itself, somehow direct, unhidden. Oﬀstage, Liz exudes a mix of almost maternal warmth and mischief, as
if she could happily function as both instigatory colleague and role
model/art-auntie to a generation of younger artists. Someone with a
ready laugh and, like Billy, an invariably smart slant on a situation and its
possibilities.
This is a thumbnail take on the Liz and Billy I have known – not
deeply and, largely, if intermittently, through their work – since the mid
to late 1980s. They are people about whom I feel I may be permitted
to conjecture with ﬁrst-name familiarity and, as a UK-based dance/
performance journalist, about whose work I care.
As the company policy quoted above might suggest, that work can be
hard to place. The diversiﬁcation practised by Divas could be particularly
disconcerting for spectators who like their cultural identiﬁers to be cut
and dried, or who prefer the demarcation lines between genres and styles
to be drawn in bold. I refer too to tut-tutting purists who are thrown by
unpredictability or who wax squeamish at the sight of blood. Not literal
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gore, but rather the vital metaphorical ﬂuid that may be spilled when the
likes of Liz and Billy are operating in full ﬂow.
In an essay in this book, the brainy dancer-choreographer Carol
Brown dubs the pair ‘smash and grab artists’. The phrase implies a
violence born out of creative necessity, and predicated on the notion that
you take what you need to make the work, no matter what the source. Yet
whatever art forms they pillage, there is never a sense of the arbitrary in
Liz and Billy’s choices, nor any indiscriminate faﬃng about. Whether
fashioning pieces for stage and screen, eye or ear, they seem to know
exactly what they’re after and how to go about getting it. That clarity of
purpose tends to endow their work with a diamond hard ambiguity.
Take Grotesque Dancer (1986), an unforgettable chunk of transcendental
Teutonic camp in which the style and atmosphere of the Weimar
Republic is turned on its head and tickled. At the same time, its old, cold
spirit is sucked up and spat out into the soup of post-feminist aesthetics.
Dr Marion Kant examines this solo, and its acutely funny postmodern
afterthought, Hi Jinx (1995), in a chapter that underlines Divas’ status
in the lineage of German expressionist Tanztheater. Set up as a mock
lecture and featuring ﬁlm clips, Hi Jinx has a built-in appeal for academics.
Professor Sondra Fraleigh uses it as a springboard for her own essay,
‘Deconstructing Heidi’.
Liz and Billy are as plainly adept at turning their hands to group
pieces as they are at tailoring one-person shows to Liz’s unique gifts. On
the heels of Grotesque Dancer came such dazzling, distorted ensemble pieces
as Eleven Executions (1988) and Dorothy and Klaus (1989), a lip-synced and
highly gender-conscious dance-opera in which the mechanics of
seduction and inspiration, exile and corruption were given the full Divas
whack.
I ﬁnally caught up with the solo Absurditties a decade after its 1994
premiere. Better late than never. Cooing English and barking German in a
short, snug silver dress, Liz makes a knowing spectacle of herself on a
stage shared with a miniature stuﬀed monkey and a few phallic baguettes.
The magnetic attraction of her precision exhibitionism resides in the
contrasts between the naughty but nice, silly yet sophisticated. This
book slips Deborah Levy’s appreciation of Liz and Billy’s exacting yet
accommodating art, including Absurditties, in amongst the more scholarly
musings.
Skipping ahead into another medium, there is the deceptively manic
Gothic gorgeousness of the ﬁlm Motion Control (2002). Read about it in
Sherril Dodds’ chapter ‘Screen Divas’. Energetically pitched somewhere
between dreams and nightmares, Liz and Billy’s ﬁlm work in general
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leans towards the weird, wacky and wonderful. Assembled in 2003,
Capture 3 was a touring collection of screen-based installations, more
conventional single-screen ﬁlms and new media works commissioned
and funded by Arts Council England. Men in the Wall (2003) was one of
the hits of the package. 3-D glasses enhanced this four-screen, stereoscopic dance-on-ﬁlm installation. Situated against various backdrops
(day, night, urban, coastal, etc.), each male – a mixed batch of builds,
temperaments and nationalities – dwells in his own walled square. They
talk, sing, play music and move in a fashion stamped with Liz and Billy’s
signature blend of quirky-humoured poetry and askew beauty.
Only the most onanistic artists function in a communication-free
void. Most want to inspire and/or provoke both audiences and debate.
Consider the implications of this publication and the accompanying DVD,
a double-barrelled document that signals Liz and Billy’s recognition of
their place in (British) dance/theatre/performance/live-art history.
Together, they proclaim the right of Divas’ ﬁnely crafted amalgam of
what could be called posh and pop culture to be taken seriously, or to be
included at all.
The opposite seems to have happened with some regularity to a
company that, on home turf, is located not very far south of centre (i.e.
London) in Brighton. Yet despite Divas’ proximity to the UK’s dance
capital, Liz and Billy have not always been invited to sit at the table, let
alone received suﬃcient credit for their contribution to the feast. Small
but perhaps signiﬁcant examples of neglect are two Dance Books
publications dating from 1992: Judith Mackrell’s Out of Line, subtitled
‘The Story of British New Dance’; and Stephanie Jordan’s Striding Out, with
‘Aspects of Contemporary and New Dance in Britain’ as its titular
appendage.
Starting in the 1960s, the label ‘new dance’ gained currency on both
sides of the Atlantic, but particularly in Britain, as postmodernism’s
even more amorphous younger cousin. Unlike the durable if somewhat
antiquated modern dance, today it is a term that is all but forgotten. In
any case, neither Mackrell’s nor Jordan’s studies of it mention Aggiss,
Cowie or Divas, even in the wake of about a dozen works made up to
that time, including the seminal Grotesque Dancer. There are further sins of
omission. When Debra Craine and Mackrell revamped the Oxford Dictionary
of Dance for a 2000 publication date, again Aggiss, Cowie and Divas were
absent. Not that I mean to point ﬁngers, for they would need to be selfdirected: the original edition of The Dance Handbook, which I co-authored
with Allen Robertson in 1988, is likewise minus any Liz and Billy
references.
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That some of the freshest, most valuable examples of artistic expression materialize on the socio-cultural fringes is a potentially frustrating
truism, because there is always the risk that they may be overlooked by
the wider public. While I would hardly characterize Liz and Billy’s work
as mainstream, neither would I deem it inaccessible. It is simply its own
animal, roaming through a territory it has staked out and claimed for
itself. Is that why the work of Divas has sometimes fallen through the
cracks and been unfairly marginalized, or altogether ignored?
I have no idea how Liz or Billy feel about this state of aﬀairs or,
indeed, whether or not they would even agree with my assessment of
their situation. To expand on an earlier statement, they appear perfectly
willing and able to get on with the business of Divas in their own
indefatigable way. But, assuming my words contain even a nugget of
truth, this book ought to go some way towards rectifying a sizeable and
ongoing oversight. It’s not that the depth, breadth and sheer longevity of
the work needs to be legitimized. Rather, it is simply the case of giving
credit where credit is due.
One of the publication’s most salutary aspects is how well Liz and
Billy’s output stands up to close inspection and step-by-step analysis,
without being either robbed of its import or drained of complex or
cheeky life. For a dance/theatre hack like me, such reductivity is a
primary danger when academia meets art. It has turned out to be
eminently readable, whether via Dr Valerie Briginshaw’s perspective on
spoken and physical language in Die Orchidee im Plastik Karton (1989), or coeditor Ian Bramley’s self-questioning look at the often divided critical
response to the company. Liz herself deals with some of the chequered
critique she, Billy and Divas have received in her chapters on reconstruction and what she calls ‘Outsider Performance’. The book is further
punctuated by her and Billy’s methodically detailed thoughts on their
own use of time and rhythm, space and visual metaphor.
Move beyond Britain again and even a glance at just a few of the
countless possible contemporary artists whose work might be considered hybrid is enough to send me, at any rate, into an associative
tail-spin. There’s America’s Meredith Monk ﬂirting among the worlds of
music, dance and ﬁlm for the past four decades; Spanish-born dance
artist La Ribot treating her own body like an installation site; Saburo
Teshigawara choreographing, designing and compiling soundtracks for
performances by his company Karas; and Israeli duo Inbal Pinto and
Avshalom Pollak manipulating dancers and actors almost like puppeteers
via live stagings that reference modern, classical, street and show dance,
plus acrobatics, theatre, music hall, circus, movies and cartoons. Oh no,
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another double act. And yet another, José Montalvo and Dominique
Hervieu, whose French-based Compagnie is known by their hyphenated
surnames. The pair’s productions toss together ballet, hip hop, African
dance, ﬂamenco and ﬁlm. The many movement languages they plunder
lend their shows a physically polyglot ﬁzz in which everything is up for
grabs. It is the skill with which they select and interweave the diﬀerent
styles wherein lies the true art.
Conclusions? I’m not sure I have any, other than the continued value
of thinking outside the box, the idea that all good dance is good theatre,
and the need for an artistic integrity that is greater than the sum of a
work’s parts. All of which speaks the word Divas.
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chapter 1

introduction
navigating the known
liz aggiss and billy cowie
Welcome to our world. We have been creatively joined at the hip since
1980. We met in Brighton on a piano stool, ﬁelding a heated debate with
an unwieldy group of visual and performing arts students who wanted
to deconstruct ‘Funky Town’ and give it a ‘make-over’. Enough said.
After 25 collaborative years, we are still debating what, why, where,
when, who-with, what-for, which-way and how. We started to collaborate because we knew no better. We carried on because there was no
reason not to. We continue because we have a tried and tested working
method that supports our individual strengths. We will continue because
we share a common artistic vision with room for debate.
We have been comfortable in being ‘maverick hybrids’, and have over
the years devised dance theatre, cabaret, live art, single and multiple
screen dance installation and live performance installation. Our work
is presented under our names, Aggiss and Cowie, but also under the
umbrella title Divas Dance Theatre. Since one of our primary artistic
concerns focuses on the choreographed body, we are most often located
within the British dance environment. The shifting hierarchies we
employ, whether we use the live or screen space, are as much about
being able to work in hybrid practices as they are about being fascinated
by the friction between and the reconciliation of distinct aesthetics and
disciplines. Our work is driven by content, explores body politics and the
performer as subject, and makes commentaries on language, wordplay, age, death, love, power, Thatcher, diversity and diﬀerence. The
physicality of the work is dominated by a trademark grotesque, stylized,
dance-performance vocabulary. The choreography is collaged, cut
and sited within dramatic visuality. We aim to entertain, provoke,
challenge and inspire, and blur the boundaries between high art and
popular culture. Our need is not to resist classiﬁcation but to re(de)ﬁne
our own.
Our practice has in no small way been informed by our working as
tutors of visual performance within an art school environment at the
University of Brighton.1 There we have attracted those students who fall
between the ﬂoorboards of dance and art, and have taught them within
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the ‘creative mess’ of a visual art environment. The courses we led strove
to establish a performance identity informed by appropriate visual
media, suitably installed or located, and underpinned by a contextual
theoretical research. The student body, at the inception of these particular courses, was a political animal and was instrumental in challenging
the prevailing structures and institutional attitudes – in the process
spawning some fascinating independent artists.2 Their insistent creative
and energetic ebb and ﬂow provoked discussions that impacted on our
own research and development. The question of whether we were being
deliberately anarchic was not the issue. We were, and are, artists and, like
the students we taught, we are making and deﬁning our world.
In developing the structure of this book, we invited a range of contributors: academics, theoreticians, writers, performers and critics, all of
whom were familiar with our work, to hone in on speciﬁc pieces from
our repertoire. Inasmuch as our practice has been broad, the collection of
essays in this book similarly identify ‘other’ ways of writing about dance,
and nestle alongside current debates on what constitutes practice-based
research. We invited the contributors to brand their discussions with
their various writing expertises – historical, theoretical, academic,
critical, analytical, performative – and we gave them carte blanche to
maintain their individual voices. In fact we insisted on it. Indeed, we
hope you will feel feverishly excited by some of the more maverick texts
that punctuate and inform the more academic contributions. In this spirit
of diﬀerence and diversity we urge you to read the writers’ biographies,
which go some way towards explaining the diversity of function and
form, and the peculiarities and anomalies that jostle for space with
each other in this publication. We have also given ourselves a voice by
contributing eight essays. The house style of this book is that there is no
house style.
Throughout the book there are many instances of cross-referencing
and some repetition of facts. This enables the reader to sample any
essay independently of the others and saves them from experiencing
a sense of inadequacy and failure by not cantering through the
whole book in one fell swoop. Additionally, the reader can sometimes
experience the same work from a variety of diﬀerent perspectives (not
always in agreement), and be enriched and enchanted by the plethora of
methodologies, ‘languages’ and voices.
Scattered throughout the essays are DVD references. They look like
this – (DVD 3:4) – and refer directly to the issues being discussed. This
provides an unparalleled opportunity for the reader to match words to
movement. Some of the essays have multiple references to diﬀerent
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works and consequently each has a page on the DVD that contains all the
information for that essay in a numbered sequence.
The ﬁlmed documentation of our live works ranges from the nonexistent in the early years through to the frankly shabby, adequate and
ﬁnally brilliant. This is partly due to the increase in availability, and fall in
expense, of video equipment over this period, but also due to a change
in our perspective. Initially, we were so knackered by producing the
work that documentation was the last thing on our minds – years later
we would realize that not a scrap of a piece remained, and was in eﬀect
lost forever.
So of the early works, Kakarella Ka Diva (1986) and Dva Sa Momimomuvali
(1986), nothing remains. Grotesque Dancer (1986) and Dorothy and Klaus
(1989), on the other hand, were ﬁlmed in studios using several cameras,
while most of the others are single-camera documentations of live
performances. Our dance work made speciﬁcally for screen is, of course,
not documentation but a genre in its own right, and a whole other
marvellous ball game. In compiling the DVD we have been principally
concerned with illustrating the essays, so we have on occasion included
work that is not of the highest quality in ﬁlmic terms. We hope that as
you look through the haze of second-generation VHS copies you will be
so intrigued by the content that you will forgive us.
As for the ‘who did what’ question, we should say that, from the
outset, all our work is truly collaborative, from the ground up. Inhabiting
the dance world, however, by default rather than choice, the question of
choreographer most often arises in the minds of critics. Aggiss, being the
one who physically fronts the outﬁt, nearly always gets the blame (or
sometimes praise) for the movement. However, the fact is that, after the
ﬁrst few productions, whichever of us was feeling most inspired would
take up the choreographic baton and run with it until we were ﬂoored
by the other’s barbed, critical and caustic comments. Latterly we pragmatically sliced up the works into manageable chunks and negotiated
who would do which aspects of the ‘steps’ as we like to call them.
Strangely the Yin/Yang combination of Aggiss, the ‘stand-up dancer’
who can actually perform the movements, and Cowie the ‘armchair
choreographer’ who can only dream them, works surprisingly well.
Ironically, or is it tragically, both of us could bring dancers to tears by
asking them to do things they couldn’t do – Cowie by demanding the
truly impossible and Aggiss by demanding the possible (but only by
herself). Similarly the texts and music, while seeming more Cowie’s
department, arise organically from the nature and construction of the
works and are once again truly collaborative. As an example, when
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presented with the ﬁrst two pages of the script of Absurditties (1994)
which contained only the word ‘my’ 79 times, Aggiss was heard to sigh,
‘Is that it?’ To Cowie’s challenge, ‘It’s not what you say, it’s the way that
you say it’, she rose magniﬁcently, though she says it herself (DVD 1:1).
Notes
1
2

From approximately 1980 to 2000, after which we moved to the relatively
calmer waters of research at the same institution.
Among the many passing through our sticky ﬁngers were: Anne Seagrave,
Fiona Wright, Silke Mansholt, Miriam King, Ian Smith, Michael Pinsky,
Louise Rennison, Marisa Carnesky, George Chakravarthi, Magali Charrier
and Alison Murray.
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